
NEW_ISSUE

Labels: no-labels

The Issue has just 
been created. PENDING_APPR

OVAL

Labels: build-pending-
approval

The Issue has just 
been created. 

cms-bot reads the issue for the 
first time. 

BUILD_IN_PROG
RESS

Labels: 
● build-in-progress
● <arch>-building ( for 

each arch )

Pre conditions
- The release must have been created in 

github before reaching this state. 
- The builds for each architecture should 

have been triggered before reaching this 
state. 

Actions: 
- For each arch for which cmssw-tool-conf 

was building, jenkins waits until cmssw-
tool-conf-has finished to start the build. 
we can know which architectures from 
the labels

- Check for abort comments

BUIlD_ABORTED

Labels: 
● build-aborted
● labels that come from 

the previous state

User must create a 
new issue. cms-bot 
ignores any further 
command. Deletes 
release in github, and 
cssw and cmsdist 
tags.
automatically cleanup
the jenkins work area 
after 2 days 

An authorized person writes 
“abort”

An authorized user writes “+1”

RELEASE_ANNO
UNCED

Labels: 
● release-notes-

generated
● some labels from the 

previous state

- The release has already been 
announced. it is assumed that 
the builds went OK

Actions

- If not available yet, as soon as 
the production arch is available 
in scram, an announcement is 
generated. 

- check for missing archs to 
upload

PROCESS_COM
PLETE

Labels: 
● process-complete
● some labels from the 

previous state

It is assumed that the 
release went OK. the 
cleanup is triggered 
and the issue is 
closed. 

2 days pass, or 
someone 
requests cleanup

TOOLCONF_BUIL
DING

Labels: 

● toolconf-building
● <arch>-cmssw-

tool-conf-building 
( for each arch )

Jenkins triggers the build 
of cmssw-tool-conf for 
each architecture. 

An authorized user writes “build cmssw-tool-conf”

An an authorized user writes “+1”

Possible commands:
● +1
● build cmssw-tool-conf

Possible commands:
● +1

Possible commands:
● abort

BUILD_SUCCESS
FUL

At least for one architecture 
the build succeeds

Possible commands:
● abort
● upload all

An authorized user writes 
“abort”

Pre conditions
- The build of one of the architectures was 

successful.
Actions: 

- Check for abort comments
- Check for upload comments

Labels: 
● build-successful
● labels per arch from 

the previous state

UPLOADING_BUI
LDS

An authorized user writes 
“upload all” 

Labels: 
● uploading-build
● labels per arch from 

the previous state

Actions: 
- As soon as each architecture is built 

without errors the upload is triggered.
- As soon as the production arch is 

available in scram, an announcement is 
generated. 

- when the release notes are requested, 
an announcement template is generated 
while the notes are being created. 

An authorized person requests the generation 
of the release notes. AND one architecture was 
uploaded successfully.

Possible commands:
● release-notes

Possible commands:
● cleanup

Possible commands:
None


